Import fuel transactions
Manage lease contracts
ATO audit compliant
Built to Australia & New
Zealand standards
Track driver allocations
for internal cost recovery
Green Reporting

A MAXIMO EXTENSION FRAMEWORK

Fleet Asset Management
Clarita Solutions Fleet Management
Framework is an extension for IBM
Maximo ® Asset Management that
enables your organisation to manage fleet
assets in a single software environment.

Managing Transport Assets
Like many assets, vehicles represent a
capital investment that needs to be
maintained and depreciates over time.
Unlike most business assets however,
vehicles bring an added layer of
complexity to the asset management
process – tracking business versus
private use for Fringe Benefit Tax;
leasing; salary packaging; and traffic,
parking & registration compliance for
example.

Single Point of Truth
Fleet Asset Management framework
brings oversight of fleet and non-fleet
assets together into a single system.
With vehicle purchase, registration, fuel
consumption, bookings and maintenance
all documented in the one system,
Maximo becomes the SPOT (Single Point
of Truth) for your organisations’ entire
fleet.

Built locally
Australian and New Zealand Fringe
Benefit Tax, lease and accounting
standards and regional fuel supplier data
formats are accommodated in the
framework without costly customisation.

Fleet Start Centre -Key Performance Indicator Fuel
and Classification

Streamlined Processes
Automated import of odometer readings
and fuel consumption data transforms
processes that would otherwise rely on
manual data entry, leading to faster and
more accurate information and asset
management insight.
Streamline historical data in one application for a
single point of truth and quick data access at a
glance.
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Fleet Management Framework for IBM Maximo
The Fleet Management Framework is a single point of truth for fleet and non-fleet assets. Using the framework as an extension for IBM
Maximo organisations can:


Manage regulatory requirements against fleet assets including FBT, registration, Police permits and Safety Certificate Inspections;



Import Lease data directly from multiple lease providers in multiple file formats;



Capture Toll and Fuel Card details such as card number, asset, general ledger account, expiry date and supplier;



Link transaction details by vehicle registration, asset number or fuel cards;



Generate maintenance schedule servicing of your fleet assets;



Import fuel data directly from multiple fuel providers. The framework supports the various file formats used by fuel providers in
Australia and New Zealand.

Organisations running a fleet of corporate vehicles will find Clarita Solutions’ Fleet Management Framework a comprehensive, end-to-end
solution for fleet asset management without the complexity of solutions developed specifically for the transport industry where fleets include
aircraft, rail freight or urban transport networks.

FUNCTION
Fleet Asset Management

FEATURES
Process all fleet management transactions in a single
environment and in accordance with regulatory
requirements for fleet assets.
Generate accounts payable or journal transactions
(Financial Interface File creation).

Fuel Consumption

Automatically import fuel and odometer reading data
directly from multiple fuel providers. The framework
supports the various file formats used by fuel
providers in Australia and New Zealand.

BENEFITS
Leverage Maximo as the single point of truth for all
fleet assets.
Meet Australian Taxation Office audit requirements
in relation to Fringe Benefits Tax obligations.

Erroneous or fraudulent transactions can be
detected and investigated.
Improve data accuracy and eliminate doublehandling.
Leverage data for analysis to schedule preventative
maintenance, forecast utilisation and understand
asset life-cycle replacement.

Lease Management

Capture lease contract details including: (but not
limited to) vehicle registration, contract kilometers,
contract term, contract expiry and lease amount.

Enable lease contract data to be verified against
lease company correspondence and ensure
contract requirements are managed
Leverage data for analysis and better planning

Reports, Alerts and Utilisation

Track vehicle bookings and driver allocation for
internal cost recovery.

Maximise vehicle utilisation.

Link Infringement Notices to the driver allocated to the
vehicle at the time the infringement was issued.
Management start centres and reports included

About Clarita Solutions
For asset intensive organisations, Clarita Solutions
brings technical and process maturity to the task of
identifying and implementing best asset
management practice at the strategic and
operational level. As a strategic business partner,
we offer a unique blend of insight, skills and
expertise in asset management, geographic
information systems and mobile technologies to
deliver comprehensive solutions that optimise asset
performance and associated business processes.

From our Brisbane base, we deliver best-of-breed
asset management solutions for clients in utilities,
government, transportation, oil and gas industries.
Dedicated to delivering quality results for clients,
our professional services span project
management, software engineering,
implementation and support, drawing on industry
trends and emerging technologies.

